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Abstract 
 

AOI-HEP (Attribute Oriented Induction High Emerging Pattern) as new data mining technique has been success to mine 

frequent pattern and is extended to mine similar patterns. AOI-HEP is success to mine 3 and 1 similar patterns from IPUMS 

and breast cancer UCI machine learning datasets respectively. Meanwhile, the experiments showed that there was no 

finding similar patterns on adult and census UCI machine learning datasets. The experiments showed that finding AOI-HEP 

similar pattern in dataset is influenced by learning on chosen high level concept attribute in concept hierarchy and it is 

applied to AOI-HEP frequent pattern in previous research as well. The experiments chosed high level concept attributes 

such as workclass, clump thickness, means and marts for adult, breast cancer, census and IPUMS datasets respectively. In 

order to proof that the chosen high level concept attribute will influences the AOI-HEP similar pattern in dataset, then 

extended experiments were carried on and the finding were census dataset which had been none AOI-HEP similar pattern, 

had AOI-HEP similar pattern when learned on high level concept in marital attribute. Meanwhile, Breast cancer which had 

been had 1 AOI-HEP similar pattern, had none AOI-HEP similar pattern when learned on high level concept in attributes 

such as cell size, cell shape and bare nuclei. The 2 of 3 finding Similar patterns in IPUMS dataset have strong discriminant 

rule since having large growth rates such as 1.53% and 3.47%, and having large supports in target dataset such as 4.54% 

and 5.45 respectively. Moreover, there have small supports in contrasting dataset such as 2.96% and 1.57% respectively.          

 

Keywords: Similar pattern, Data Mining, AOI-HEP, High Level Emerging Pattern, Attribute Oriented Induction, discriminant 

rule 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 

Attribute Oriented Induction High Level Emerging 

Pattern (AOI-HEP) is combination of Emerging Pattern 

(EP) algorithms [1, 13, 14, 17] and Attribute Oriented 

Induction (AOI) characteristic rule [2, 15, 16]. AOI-HEP 

as a new coming data mining technique has 

opportunity to be explored in order to find such as 

inversed discovery learning, learning more than 2 

datasets, multidimensional views, learning other 

knowledge rules and so on [3]. AOI-HEP has been 

success to mine frequent pattern where the target 

dataset subsumed to contrasting dataset or target 

dataset has superset rule/frequent pattern and 
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contrasting dataset has subset rule/infrequent 

pattern [4, 5, 6]. From this frequent pattern we can 

create strong/sharp discrimination rules where having 

large growth rate and support in target dataset, 

include small support in contrasting dataset [9, 10, 11, 

12]. 

The similar patterns are interested to be explored 

since with the similarity we can find the equality 

pattern which present similar pattern behavior. Similar 

pattern can be used for prediction purposes in many 

fields such as banking, education and so on. In 

banking system, similar pattern can be used to 

combat fraud and find similar pattern for new credit 

card user if they can have ability as customer without 

delaying or fail to pay their credit card installment. In 

education field, similar pattern can be used to 

predict which one suitable study program for student 

candidate, what the student behaviour and 

probability to finish their study in suitable time and 

with high score.  

This AOI-HEP similar pattern will also refer to AOI-

HEP frequent pattern where having strong/sharp 

discrimination rules with huge growth rate and 

support in target dataset, including small support in 

contrasting dataset [7, 8, 9, 10]. AOI-HEP similar 

pattern will be mined from dataset where the 

number of attributes similarity are full or 

dominant/frequent and the number of similarity with 

ANY values are infrequent. It has been known that 

the ANY value has been known as no meaning value 

and should be neglected. 

 

 

2.0  METHODOLOGY 
 

AOI-HEP algorithm is consist of 2 sub algorithms such 

as AOI characteristic rule[4] and HEP similar pattern 

algorithms as seen on Figures 1 and 2 respectively. 

The process of AOI-HEP algorithm will be executed 

with 4 steps and they are: 

 

1. Input dataset and concept hierachy file. 

2. Split dataset into sub datasets as many as 

number of high level concepts in chosen 

concept hierarchy’s attribute. 

3. Running AOI characteristic rule algorithm for 

each of sub dataset. 

4. Running HEP similar pattern algorithm for all sub 

datasets.  

 

The steps 1 and 2 are complement which 

prepare the input dataset and concept hierarchy 

files and split dataset into number of sub datasets 

based on chosen concept hierarchy’s attribute. 

Number of attributes in sub dataset will less than 

number of attributes in each dataset since the 

chosen attribute will not be included.  

This AOI Characteristic rule algorithm in Figure 1 is 

executed for each sub dataset which were splitted 

from input dataset file as explained in previous 

section. If there are 2 sub datasets then this algorithm 

will be run in 2 times and if there are 5 sub datasets 

then this algorithm will be run in 5 times. This AOI 

characteristic rule algorithm will need input such as 

attribute and rule thresholds where attribute 

threshold as limit control of number of distinct value 

for each attribute while rule threshold as limit control 

of number of final rules respectively. Attribute and 

rule thresholds are shown in AOI characteristic rule 

algorithm on Figure 1, in line number 2 and 9 

respectively. 

 
Input: dataset, concept hierarchies, attribute_threshold, 

rule_threshold  

Output: characteristic rule of learning task, {𝑅𝑖
1}, {𝑅𝑗

2}, num_attr, 

|D2|,|D1| 

1. For each of attribute Ai (1  i  n, where n= # of attributes) in 

the generalized relation GR  

2. { While # of distinct values in attribute Ai > threshold 

3.    {If no higher-level concept in concept hierarchy for attr Ai 

4.        {  remove attribute Ai   } 

5.    else {  substitute the value of Ai by its corresponding minimal       

generalized concept  } 

6.      Merge identical tuples 

7.     } 

8. } 

9. While # of tuples in GR > threshold  

10. {  Selective generalize attributes 

11.    Merge identical tuples   

12. } 

 

Figure 1 AOI Characteristic rule algorithm  

 

 

AOI characteristic rule algorithm will have 

outputs such as characteristic rule result either as {𝑅𝑖
1} 

or {𝑅𝑗
2} and total number of each sub dataset either 

as |D2| or |D1| for just in case if there are 2 sub 

datasets. If there are 3 sub datasets then it will have 1 

more characteristic rule result such as {𝑅𝑘
3} and total 

number of sub dataset such as |D3|. 

This AOI characteristic rule algorithm will looping 

as many as number of attributes in sub datasets as 

shown in line number 1 in order to check number 

distinct value in every attribute until <= attribute 

threshold as shown in line number 2. While number 

distinct value in every attribute > attribute threshold, 

then process between line number 3 and 7 are 

executed. The line number 3 will check if each 

attribute sub dataset has higher level concept in 

concept hierarchy file and if there is no higher-level 

concept then the attribute will be removed as will 

execute line number 4. Meanwhile, if the attribute 

has higher-level concept then the value of attribute 

will be changed with the value of corresponding 

higher-level concept in concept hierarchy file. Line 

number 6 will merge some identical tuples and if it is 

so then probably the number of tuples will be 

reduced.   

The line number between 9 and 12 will check if 

number tuple of characteristic rule result are > rule 

threshold as shown in line number 9. If number tuple 

of characteristic rule result are > rule threshold, then 

line number between 10 and 11 are executed. Line 
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number 10 will execute specific algorithm which 

reduce number tuple of characteristic rule result and 

it has been discussed in previous research [8]. The line 

number 11 is identical with line number 6 which will 

merge some identical tuples and if it is so then 

probably the number of tuples will be reduced until 

<= rule threshold as seen at line number 9.   

 
Input :{𝑅𝑖

1} , {𝑅𝑗
2}, num_attr,|D2|,|D1|, GR_threshold 

Output: 𝑅𝑗
2,|𝑅𝑗

2|, (|𝑅𝑗
2|/|D2|),𝑅𝑖

1,|𝑅𝑖
1|,  (|𝑅𝑖

1|/|D1|), HEP_GR 

1. {While(noAllANY(𝑅𝑖
1)) 

2.   {While(noAllANY(𝑅𝑗
2)) 

3.    {Sim=0, any=0 

4.     for x=1 to num_attr 

5.     {If(𝑅𝑖
1[x]== 𝑅𝑗

2[x] and 𝑅𝑖
1[x] == “ANY”) 

6.         {Sim++; any++;} 

7.       If(𝑅𝑖
1[x]== 𝑅𝑗

2[x] and 𝑅𝑖
1[x]!=“ANY”) 

8.         Sim++;    

9.     }      

10.     If (Sim>=num_attr-1 and any<num_attr-1) 

11.     {HEP_GR=(|𝑅𝑗
2|/|D2|)/(|𝑅𝑖

1|/|D1|) 

12.       If HEP_GR > GR_threshold 

13.          Print 𝑅𝑗
2,|𝑅𝑗

2|,(|𝑅𝑗
2|/|D2|), 𝑅𝑖

1,|𝑅𝑖
1|, (|𝑅𝑖

1|/|D1|),HEP_GR 

14.      } 

15.    } 

16.   } 

17. } 

 

Figure 2 HEP Similar pattern algorithm 

 

 

Meanwhile, HEP similar pattern algorithm which is 

shown in Figure 2 will implement similar pattern 

cartesian product between characteristic rule result 

of sub datasets where each rule in characteristic rule 

result in one sub dataset will be checked their 

similarity with each rule in characteristic rule result 

from another sub dataset. The implementation of 

similar pattern cartesian product is shown in HEP 

similar pattern algorithm, Figure 2 at line number 4, 5, 

6, 7, 8 and 9, where the similarity will be examined 

attribute by attribute. The process of similar pattern 

cartesian product only interest with rare ANY value as 

shown in Figure 2 at line number 7, where ANY value 

is identical with unmeaning value. Indeed, the similar 

pattern with all ANY value is uninteresting. 

Furthermore, line number between 10 and 14 in 

Figure 2 will be executed if the number of attributes 

similarity are dominant/frequent (sim>=num_attr-1) 

and the number of similarity with ANY values are 

infrequent (any<num_attr-1). Line number 11 will 

executed High emerging pattern (HEP) growth rate 

where support of target/positive sub dataset is 

divided with support of 

background/negative/contrasting sub dataset. 

Moreover, as shown in line number 12 and 13, the 

similar pattern will be printed if HEP > growth rate 

threshold and the similar pattern will show both rules 

in characteristic rule result from one and another sub 

dataset. 
 

 

 

3.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

For AOI-HEP algorithm experiments will use dataset 

files which taken from UCI machine learning 

repository as free public dataset and they are 4 

datasets like adult, breast cancer, census and IPUMS 

datasets with 48,842; 569; 2,458,285 and 256,932 

instances respectively [7]. In the experiments, the AOI 

characteristic rule algorithm in Figure 1 will divided 

each of dataset into 2 sub datasets which based on 

learning the high-level concept in 1 of their chosen 

attributes which only discriminate only 2 concepts in 

these experiments. These 4 Datasets have each 

chosen attribute like worklass for adult dataset, 

clump thickness for breast cancer dataset, means for 

census dataset and marst for IPUMS dataset.   

AOI characteristic rule algorithm were executed 

with given number attribute and rule thresholds such 

as 6. The number 6 was selected based on 

preliminary experiments, in order to running the 

experiments and finding the suitable number for 

attribute and rule threshold. The experiments found 

that similar pattern is numerous when did with 

attribute thresholds 4,5 and 6, and rules thresholds 

5,6,7,8,9 and 10.  
Each dataset creates a concept hierarchy which 

is built from 5 chosen attributes with a minimum 

concept level of 3. Adult dataset creates concept 

hierarchy which is built from 5 chosen attributes like 

workclass, education, marital-status, occupation, 

and native-country. Breast cancer dataset creates 

concept hierarchy which is built from 5 chosen 

attributes such as clump thickness, cell size, cell 

shape, bare nuclei and normal nucleoli. Census 

dataset creates concept hierarchy which is built from 

5 chosen attributes like class, marital status, means, 

relat1 and yearsch. IPUMS dataset creates concept 

hierarchy which is built from 5 chosen attributes such 

as relateg, marst, educrec, migrat5g and tranwork. 

 

Table 1 ruleset R2 of learning unmarried concept from 

“marst” attribute of ipums dataset with total number of 

tuples 140124 
 

 No Relateg Educrec Migrat5g tranwork Number of 

tuples /Support 

0 ANY ANY ANY ANY 108026 /77.09% 

1 ANY Secondary School ANY ANY 7632 / 5.45% 

2 ANY Primary School Other-state ANY 10332 / 7.37% 

3 ANY Reception School Other-state ANY 3175 / 2.27% 

4 ANY Primary School Not-Known ANY 6356 / 4.54% 

5 ANY College Not-Known ANY 4603 / 3.28% 

 
 

Table 2 ruleset R1 of learning married concept from “marst” 

attribute of ipums dataset with total number of tuples 77453 

 
 No Relateg Educrec Migrat5g tranwork Number of 

tuples /Support 

0 ANY ANY ANY ANY 56087 / 72.41% 

1 ANY Basic Moved ANY 6707 / 8.66% 

2 ANY Academy Not-Known ANY 5440 / 7.02% 

3 ANY Primary School Not-Known ANY 2296 / 2.96% 

4 ANY College Not-Known ANY 5706 / 7.37% 

5 ANY Secondary School Not-Known ANY 1217 / 1.57% 
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Table 3 Ruleset R2 for learning AboutAverClump concept 

from “clump thickness” attribute of breast cancer dataset 

with total number of tuples 533 

 
 

N

o 

Cell Size  Cell Shape Bare 

Nuclei 

Normal 

Nucleoli 

Number of 

tuples 

/Support 
0 ANY ANY ANY ANY 496 /93.06% 

1 mediumSize smallShape ANY aboutAverNuc

leoli 

3/ 0.56% 

2 VeryLargeSize ANY ANY ANY 19 / 3.56% 

3 mediumSize largeShape aboveAver

Nuclei 

ANY 7 / 1.31% 

4 VeryLargeSize mediumShape ANY VeryLargeNucl

eoli 

3 / 0.56% 

5 LargeSize VeryLargeShape VeryLargeN

uclei 

ANY 5 / 0.94% 

 

Table 4 Ruleset R1 for learning AboveAverClump concept 

from “clump thickness” attribute of breast cancer dataset 

with total number of tuples 289 

 
 No Cell Size  Cell Shape Bare Nuclei Normal 

Nucleoli 

Number of 

tuples 

/Support 
0 ANY ANY ANY ANY 277 /95.85% 

1 smallSize largeShape VeryLargeNuc

lei 

VeryLargeNucl

eoli 

1/ 0.35% 

2 mediumSize ANY ANY AboveAverNu

cleoli 

5 / 1.73% 

3 largeSize VeryLargeShape ANY ANY 4 / 1.38% 

4 VeryLargeSize VeryLargeShape mediumNuclei VeryLargeNucl

eoli 

1 / 0.35% 

5 LargeSize smallShape mediumNucle

i 

largeNucleoli 1 / 0.35% 

 

 

Each of dataset was divided into 2 sub datasets 

based on learning the high level concept in 1 of their 

attributes. Learning the high- level concept in 1 of 

their 5 chosen attributes will split each dataset 

become 2 sub datasets such as: 

1. Adult dataset was learned on workclass 

attribute, which differentiate between the 

“government” (4289 instances) and “non 

government” (14 instances) concepts. 

2. Breast cancer dataset was learned on “clump 

thickness” attribute, which differentiate between 

“aboutaverclump” (533 instances) and 

“aboveaverclump” (289 instances) concepts. 

3. Census dataset was learned on means attribute, 

which differentiate between “green” (1980 

instances) and “no green” (809 instances) 

concepts. 

4. IPUMS dataset was learned on marst attribute 

which differentiate between “unmarried” 

(140124 instances) and “married” (77453 

instances) concepts. Concept hierarchy of marst 

attribute which content concepts “unmarried” 

and “married” can be seen in Figure 4. 

 

Finally, the AOI characteristic rule algorithm in 

Figure 1 produced characteristic rules for each of sub 

dataset with 6 tuples and since there are 4 datasets 

which divided into 8 sub datasets then there were 8 

characteristic rules. After running this AOI 

characteristic rule algorithm, then only IPUMS and 

breast cancer datasets which have 3 and 1 finding 

similar patterns respectively. Tables 1 and 2 show the 

characteristic rules from IPUMS dataset whilst Tables 3 

and 4 show the characteristic rules from breast 

cancer dataset. Other 4 tables as learning from Adult 

and Census datasets are not shown due to limitation 

of publication page and there is no finding similar 

patterns in these 2 datasets.   

Table 1 shows characteristic rule for learning 

unmarried concept on attribute “marst” in IPUMS 

dataset with total number of tuples 140,124, whilst 

Table 2 shows characteristic rule for learning Married 

on attribute “marst” in IPUMS dataset with 77,453 

tuples. Tables 1 and 2 have 6 characteristic rules with 

each number of tuples and support percentage 

where support=total number of tuples divide with 

number each characteristic rule. For example, first 

characteristic rule in Table 1 has support = 108,026 / 

140,124=77.09 and first characteristic rule in Table 2 

has support =56,087 / 77,453=72.41. Meanwhile, 

concept hierarchy in Figure 4 shows that unmarried 

and married concepts as high level concepts in 

concept hierarchy for attribute marst. Moreover, 

Table 3 shows characteristic rule for learning 

AboutAverClump concept on attribute “Clump 

Thickness” in breast cancer dataset, whilst Table 4 

shows characteristic rule for learning 

AboveAverClump concept on attribute “Clump 

Thickness” in breast cancer dataset.  

Similar like Tables 1and 2, then Tables 3 and 4 

have 6 characteristic rules with each number of 

tuples and support percentage where support=total 

number of tuples divide with number each 

characteristic rule. For example, first characteristic 

rule in Table 3 has support = 496 / 533=93.06 and first 

characteristic rule in Table 4 has support =277 / 

289=95.85.  

Meanwhile, as mentioned before where ANY 

value is uniteresting, then the tuples with all ANY 

value is uninteresting as shown in first row in all Tables 

1, 2, 3 and 4. Moreover, because of page limitation 

too and the result of experiment where only IPUMS 

and breast cancer datasets which have 3 and 1 

similar patterns, then only IPUMS dataset’s concept 

hierarchies will be shown between Figures 3 and 7, 

where each figure as concept hierarchy for IPUMS 

dataset chosen attributes such as relateg, marst, 

educrec, migrat5g and tranwork as shown in Figure 

3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively.  
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Figure 3 Concept hierarchy of relateg attribute of IPUMS 

dataset 

 

 

Figure 4 Concept hierarchy of marst attribute of IPUMS 

dataset 

 

 

Figure 5 Concept hierarchy of educrec attribute of IPUMS 

dataset 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6 Concept hierarchy of migrat5g attribute of IPUMS 

dataset 

 

 

Figure 7 Concept hierarchy of Tranwork attribute of IPUMS 

dataset 

 

Table 5 similar pattern of ipums dataset with rulesets 𝑅3
1 to 𝑅4

2 

with Growth rate = (6356/140124)/ (2296/77453) = 

0.045/0.0296 = 1.53 
 
Rulesets Relateg Educrec Migrat5g Tranwork tuples Support 

𝑅4
2 ANY Primary 

School 

Not-Known ANY 6356 4.54% 

𝑅3
1 ANY Primary 

School 

Not-Known ANY 2296 2.96% 

Growth Rate (GR) = 1.53% 

 

Table 6 similar pattern of ipums dataset with rulesets 𝑅4
1 to 𝑅5

2 

with Growth rate =(4603/140124)/ (5706/77453) = 

0.0328/0.0737 = 0.45 

 
Rulesets Relateg Educrec Migrat5g Tranwork tuples Support 

𝑅5
2 ANY College Not-Known ANY 4603 3.28% 

𝑅4
1 ANY College Not-Known ANY 5706 7.37% 

Growth Rate (GR) = 0.45% 
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Table 7 similar pattern of ipums dataset with rulesets 𝑅5
1 to 𝑅1

2 

with Growth rate =(7632/140124)/ (1217/77453) = 

0.0545/0.0157 = 3.47 
 
Rulesets Relateg Educrec Migrat5g Tranwork tuples Support 

𝑅1
2 ANY Secondary 

School 

ANY ANY 7632 5.45% 

𝑅5
1 ANY Secondary 

School 

Not-Known ANY 1217 1.57% 

Growth Rate (GR) = 3.47% 

 

Table 8 similar pattern of breast cancer dataset with rulesets 

𝑅3
1 to 𝑅5

2 with Growth rate= (5/533) / (4/289) = 0.0094 / 0.0138  

=0.68 

 
Rulesets Cell Size Cell 

Shape 

Bare 

Nuclei 

Normal 

Nucleoli 

tuples Support 

𝑅5
2 LargeSize VeryLarge

Shape 

VeryLarg

eNuclei 

ANY 5 0.94% 

𝑅3
1 LargeSize VeryLarge

Shape 

ANY ANY 4 1.38% 

Growth Rate (GR) = 0.68% 

 

 

After the running of AOI characteristic rule 

algorithm as shown in Figure 1, then HEP similar 

pattern algorithm as shown in Figure 2 will be 

executed by finding similar patter as cartesian 

product between characteristic rule result of sub 

datasets as shown Between Tables 1 and 4, where 

Table 1 will be compared with Table 2, and Table 3 

will be compared with Table 4. Interestingly, there is 

no finding similar patterns when running this HEP 

Similar pattern algorithm on adult and census 

datasets. On other hand, there are 3 and 1 finding 

similar patterns when running the HEP Similar pattern 

algorithm on IPUMS and breast cancer datasets as 

shown between Tables 5 to 7 and Table 8 

respectively.  

Table 5 shows there is similarity for pattern ANY, 

Primary School, Not-known, ANY between ruleset 

number 4 in Table 1 and ruleset number 3 in Table 2. 

Table 6 shows there is similarity for pattern ANY, 

College, Not-known, ANY between ruleset number 5 

in Table 1 and ruleset number 4 in Table 2. Moreover, 

Table 7 shows there is similarity for pattern ANY, 

Secondary School, ANY, ANY between ruleset 

number 1 in Table 1 and ruleset number 5 in Table 2. 

Table 8 shows there is similarity for pattern LargeSize, 

VeryLargeShape, ANY, ANY between ruleset number 

5 in Table 3 and ruleset number 3 in Table 4. 

Based on similar patterns between Tables 5 and 8, 

next are discrimination rule of each similar pattern: 

1. Table 5 shows that IPUMS dataset has 1.53 growth 

rates similar patterns between unmarried and 

Married “marital status” with support 4.54% and 

2.96% respectively for similarity pattern in the 

Primary School education and Not-known 

“Migration status”. 

2. Table 6 shows that IPUMS dataset has 0.45 growth 

rates similar patterns between unmarried and 

Married “marital status” with support 3.28% and 

7.37% respectively for similarity pattern in the 

College education and Not-known “Migration 

status”. 

3. Table 7 shows that IPUMS dataset has 3.47 growth 

rates similar patterns between unmarried and 

Married “marital status” with support 5.45% and 

1.57% of Not-Known “Migration status” 

respectively for similarity pattern in the 

SecondarySchool education. 

4. Table 8 shows that Breast cancer dataset has 

0.68 growth rates similar patterns for breast 

cancer dataset between AboutAverClump and 

AboveAverClump “clump thickness” with support 

0.94% of VeryLargeNuclei “Bare Nuclei” and 

1.38% respectively for similarity pattern in 

largeSize “Cell Size” and VeryLargeShape “Cell 

shape”. 

 

Discriminant rules number 1 and 3 are strong 

discriminant rule which is showed as strong 

discrimination power when they have large growth 

rates (1.53% and 3.47%) and supports in target (D2) 

datasets (4.54% and 5.45%). Furthermore, they have 

small supports in contrasting (D1) datasets (2.96% and 

1.57%) where each of supports in the contrasting (D1) 

dataset is < than support in the target (D2) dataset. 

Meanwhile, discriminant rules numbers 2 and 4 are 

weak discriminant rules since have small growth rates 

(0.45% and 0.68%) and supports in target (D2) 

datasets (3.28% and 0.94%). Furthermore, they have 

large supports in contrasting (D1) datasets (7.37% 

and 1.38%) where each of supports in contrasting 

(D1) dataset is > than the support in target(D2) 

dataset. 

The experimental upon 4 UCI machine learning 

public dataset like Adult, breast cancer, census and 

IPUMS datasets, show that IPUMS and breast cancer 

datasets are interested for AOI-HEP similar pattern 

since having AOI-HEP similar pattern finding. The AOI-

HEP mining interest similar pattern for each dataset, is 

influenced by learning on high-level concept in one 

of chosen attribute. Adult, breast,cancer, census and 

IPUMS datasets learn on high level concept in 

“workclass”, ”clump thickness”, “means” and “marst” 

attributes respectively.  

Extended experiment upon census dataset 

which have no AOI-HEP mining interest for similar 

patterns shows that census dataset have AOI-HEP 

mining interest for similar patterns when learn on high 

level concept in “marital” attribute. Another 

extended experiment upon breast cancer dataset 

which have AOI-HEP mining interest for similar 

patterns shows that no AOI-HEP mining interest for 

similar patterns when learn on high level concept in 

“cell size” or “cell shape” or “bare nuclei” attribute 

respectively.  

 

 

4.0  CONLUSION 

 

In current research experiments, each of dataset was 

divided into 2 sub datasets based on learning the 

high level concept in one of their attributes, where 

the chosen of high level concept only discriminate 2 
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concepts. For example, datasets such as adult, 

breast cancer, census and IPUMS have high level 

concept with only discriminate 2 concepts in 

attributes such as workclass, clump thickness, means 

and marst respectively. 

In future research, using other attributes with 

learning more than 2 concepts should be extended 

to such as adult dataset with attributes like 

education and native country, census dataset with 

attributes like class, relat1 and yearsch, IPUMS 

dataset with attributes like relateg and migrat5g.  
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